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In the dynamic dictionary matching problem, a dictionary D contains a
set of patterns that can change over time under insertion and deletion of
individual patterns. Given an arbitrary text T, we must efficiently list all
the dictionary patterns that occur at each text position. We investigate the
IO complexity of this problem for a large dictionary that must be stored
in external storage devices. By following a completely new approach, we
devise an efficient solution which is based upon the SB-tree data structure
(P. Ferragina and R. Grossi, 1995, in ‘‘Proc. ACM Symposium on Theory
of Computing,’’ pp. 693702), and a novel notion of certificate for the
dictionary matching problem. Our data structure can be adapted to
efficiently work in main memory and to solve other problems, thus provid-
ing a new insight into the nature of the dictionary matching problem.
] 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In many applications large amounts of data have to be stored, updated, and
quickly accessed in external storage devices (e.g., disks, CD-ROMs, etc.). For these
reasons, as the size of databases increase and users require quicker responses, the
design of efficient external-memory data structures offers the only hope of meeting
such a challenge. In this paper, we investigate one of the fundamental string matching
problems in the external-memory settingmatching a large dictionary of patterns
against an arbitrary text provided on-line [2]. The problem is made difficult by the
dynamic framework in which we operate (i.e., the dictionary is not fixed but it can
change over time), and by the fact that the strings we are processing can be arbitrarily
long and thus may occupy a lot of disk pages. These features make the efficient
management of strings very tricky and the applicability of the known results ineffective.
Let us therefore revise the known approaches.
One generalization of the classical string matching problem is the multiple pattern
matching, commonly called the dictionary matching problem. Here, a set of (distinct)
patterns D=[P1 , ..., Pk], called the dictionary, is fixed at the beginning and an
arbitrary text T[1, n] is provided on-line with the intention of finding all the
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occurrences in T of the dictionary patterns. This problem has applications, for
example, in molecular biology [14] and in computer virus detection [17].
Any string matching algorithm (e.g. [19]) can be easily applied to solve the
dictionary matching problem by searching each pattern separately (brute-force
method). This requires O(d+kn) time, where d=ki=1 |Pi | is the total dictionary
size. However, once the dictionary has been preprocessed, the cost of finding all the
occurrences of the dictionary patterns in T decreases. Aho and Corasick [1] showed
that the dictionary can be preprocessed in O(d log _) time, and a text query can be
answered in O(n log _+tocc) time, where _=min[d, |7|] and tocc is the number
of the pattern occurrences. This result is perhaps surprising because the query time
is independent of the dictionary size for a constant-sized alphabet 7. Recently,
Breslauer [8] showed that in the case of a dictionary formed by uniform-length
patterns the AhoCorasick algorithm is no longer optimal and proposed a solution
achieving an optimal 3((k(log dd )+1)n) time bound.
The dictionary matching problem is static, in the sense that the dictionary is
fixed. In more realistic situations, however, the set of patterns may change over
time. The allowed operations are the following:
Insert(P): Add a new pattern P to the current dictionary D;
Delete(P): Remove the pattern P from the current dictionary D;
Query(T ): For each text position i, list (the pointers to) all the dictionary
patterns that occur in T starting at i (i.e., the patterns that are prefixes of the text
suffix T[i, n]).
The new problem is called the dynamic dictionary matching problem [2]. Note
that the query operation is the same as that posed in the static case, but here our
further aim is to add or remove a pattern from D in time dependent on the pattern
length and o(d ) only.
The original algorithm of Aho and Corasick provides no mechanism for changing
the dictionary. Adding or removing a single pattern from D may determine the
reprocessing of the entire dictionary, thus taking O(d log _) overall time. Since then,
more efficient dynamic solutions have been provided (see Table 1 for a summary).
Recently, Sahinalp and Vishkin [23] obtained an impressive result which achieves
optimal query and update time at the cost of occupying more than linear space in
the deterministic setting, that is, O(d 1+=) for any given =>0.
Although the known solutions are theoretically efficient, they have been mainly
achieved by exploiting the properties of the suffix tree data structure [22] which
in turn loses efficiency when adapted to work in external memory, as largely discussed
in [10]. Consequently, these solutions are unsatisfactory and, surprisingly enough,
leave unsolved the problem of designing a provably good algorithm for the dictionary
matching problem in the external memory model [24].
We provide here the first algorithm which achieves a provably good worst-case
performance. Our solution is based upon a completely new approach that hinges on
a certain augmentation of the SB-tree data structure [10] and a novel notion of
certificate for the dictionary matching problem. This result strengthens the impor-
tance and highlights the power of SB-trees by showing that they can be applied
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TABLE 1
A Summary of the Known Dynamic Dictionary Matching Solutions, where p=|P |, n=|T |,
and d Is the Total Dictionary Size.
Dynamic Dictionary Matching
Algorithm InsDel(P) Query(T ) Preprocessing
AmirFarach [2] O( p log d ) O((n+tocc) log d ) O(d log d)
Amir et al. [3] O( p log d ) O((n+tocc) log d ) O(d log d)
IduryScha ffer [15] O( p log d ) O((n+tocc) log d ) O(d )
Amir et al. [4] O \p log dlog log d+ O \(n+tocc) log dlog log d+ O(d )
SahinalpVishkin [23] O( p) O(n+tocc) O(d )
The time complexity of the deletion operation in [2] is amortized. The alphabet is
assumed to be bounded.
systematically and successfully to some apparently dissimilar problems (see also
[10, 12]). Furthermore, our solution is so simple and general that we can also
apply it to solve a variant of the dynamic dictionary matching problem defined on
p-strings [6] both in the RAM and in the external memory model. As a result, we
improve the worst-case insertion time of the best known RAM algorithm [16] by
a logarithmic factor, still preserving the same worst-case performance both for the
query and the deletion operations.
After a brief summary of the properties of the SB-tree data structure, we discuss
the main difficulties that arise when using SB-trees to solve the dictionary matching
problem in external memory. To circumvent these difficulties, we then describe
an augmented SB-tree (Section 3) and introduce the novel notion of a certificate
for the dictionary matching problem (Section 4). Subsequently, we give a formal,
detailed description of our external-memory dictionary-matching algorithms and
prove our main result (Section 5). We conclude by discussing other applications of
our technique and topics that require further investigation.
2. THE SB-TREE DATA STRUCTURE
Let us start by introducing the two-level (external) memory model [24] (limited
to only one disk). It assumes that there is a fast and small main memory and a slow
and large external memory partitioned into transfer blocks, called disk pages, each
of which contains B atomic items. A disk page reading or writing operation is called
disk access. When analyzing algorithms and data structures, we provide asymptotical
bounds for (a) the total number of disk accesses performed by the various operations
and (b) the total number of occupied disk pages.
We adopt standard terminology on strings and say that there is an occurrence
of a pattern P at position i of a string X[1, x] if P is a prefix of X[i, x]. More-
over, given another string Y and a set of strings S, we denote by lcp(X, Y) the
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longest common prefix length of X and Y, and by max lcp(X, S) the value
max[lcp(X, Z): Z # S].
Now, consider a string matching problem that readily generalizes the classical
on-line string matching to a set of text strings.
Problem 2.1. Let 2=[T1 , ..., Tk] be a set of text strings whose total length is
N=ki=1 |Ti |. Store 2 in external memory and maintain it under insertion and
deletion of individual text strings. Support the query Substring Search(P) which
consists of finding all the occurrences of a pattern P in the strings of 2. Let occ
denote the total number of such occurrences.
We assume that each string in 2 is allocated in a contiguous sequence of disk
pages, and we represent the strings by their logical pointers to the external-memory
addresses of their first character. The SB-tree data structure was introduced in [10]
to efficiently solve Problem 2.1 in external memory, achieving the following bounds:
Theorem 2.2. Substring Search(P) takes O(( p+occ)B+logB N) worst-case
disk accesses (where p=|P| ). Inserting or deleting a string of length m in 2 takes
O(m logB(N+m)) worst-case disk accesses. The required space is 3(NB) disk pages.
We now recall the main ideas underlying the SB-tree data structure (for details
see [10, 11]). Let SUF(2) be the set of all the suffixes of 2’s strings sorted in
increasing lexicographic order, denoted by L . SB-trees are similar to B
+-trees [9]
in that the keys (logical pointers to the strings in SUF(2)) reside in the leaves and
some copies of those keys are stored in the internal nodes. The order between any
two keys is the L -order among the corresponding pointed strings. Hereafter, we
adopt the convention that there is no distinction between a key and its corresponding
pointed string and that each disk page can contain up to 2b keys, where b=3(B).
Definition 2.3. The SB-tree SBT2 built on the string set 2 is a B-tree of height
O(logB N) where each node ? contains an ordered string set S? SUF(2)
implemented by means of the blind trie data structure. The strings of SUF(2) are
distributed among the SB-tree nodes as follows:
v SUF(2) is partitioned into groups of 3(b) strings each (except for the last
group, which may contain b strings) and every group is stored into a leaf of
SBT2 in such a way that the left-to-right scanning of these leaves gives the ordered
set SUF(2).
v Each internal node ? has n(?) children, with b2n(?)b (except for the
root, which has from 2 to b children), and its set S? is formed by copying the
leftmost and the rightmost strings contained in its children.
Given a node ? in SBT2 , we will denote by L(?) the leftmost (resp., by R(?) the
rightmost) string stored in its set S? . Therefore, if ?1 , ..., ?g are the children of ?
in SBT2 , then S?=[L(?1), R(?1), L(?2), R(?2), ..., L(?g), R(?g)]. The blind trie
implementing S? is a simplified compacted trie [18] where each arc label is
replaced by only its first character. Blind tries preserve the searching power and
properties of compacted tries, although in a reduced space occupancy.
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The SB-tree exploits an interesting observation found by Manber and Myers [21]:
the suffixes having prefix P (and thus the occurrences of P) occupy a contiguous part of
the set SUF(2). In addition, Manber and Myers proved that the leftmost string of this
sequence is adjacent to P ’s lexicographic position in SUF(2). Consequently, Substring
Search(P) can be answered by traversing downward SBT2 and by retrieving P ’s
position in SUF(2). Updating SBT2 under the insertion of a Y[1, m] is slightly
more involved (deletion is very simple) and consists of inserting all m suffixes of Y
into SUF(2), maintaining its lexicographic order, and rebalancing the structure of
SBT2 accordingly. Consequently, finding the lexicographic position of a string into
SUF(2) is crucial for the efficiency of both the query and the update operations.
In [11] is given a procedure, called SB-Search-Up-Down, which retrieves the
lexicographic position of an arbitrary string in SUF(2) efficiently. This procedure
will be used in the rest of the paper as a black box to design our external-memory
algorithms.
Lemma 2.4. Let us take an SB-tree node ? and an integer l0, such that the
following condition holds : There exists a string of S? whose first l characters are
equal to P ’s.
The execution of SB-Search-Up-Down (P, ?, l) returns the triplet ({, j, lcp),
where { is the SB-tree leaf containing P ’s position in SUF(2), j is P ’s position in the
string set S{ , and lcp=max lcp(P, SUF(2)). The total cost is O((lcp&l)B+logB N)
disk accesses.
We finally state the following easy-to-prove property about ordered sequences of
strings:
Fact 2.5. Let X1 , X2 , ..., Xh be a lexicographically ordered sequence of strings. For
any pair of indexes i< j, we have that LCP(Xi , Xj)=minv=i, ..., j&1[LCP(Xv , Xv+1)].
3. AUGMENTING THE SB-TREE
The use of SB-trees to efficiently solve the dictionary matching problem is not
straightforward. In fact, the Substring Search operation of Problem 2.1 is ‘‘similar’’
to the Query(T ) operation defined in Section 1 because in both cases we are inter-
ested in finding strings which are prefixes of other strings. As a consequence, we
want to use all the ideas developed for Substring Search in order to implement the
Query operation. However, these operations are each other’s dual, thus making
their properties completely different and their designs dissimilar. In particular, let us
set 2=D and consider the SB-tree SBTD built on the ordered set SUF(D) formed
by all the pattern suffixes. The main difficulty which arises when implementing
Query(T ) by means of SBTD is that:
v The leaves of SBTD store both the patterns of D and their suffixes in
lexicographic order. Hence, the strings we are interested in (i.e., the patterns of D)
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are shuffled with a greater number of other strings (i.e., the pattern suffixes) according
to the lexicographic order.
This means that the patterns in D that are prefixes of T[i, n], are not guaranteed
to be stored in a contiguous sequence of leaves of SBTD (i.e., Manber and Myers’
observation does not hold, see Section 2). Furthermore, these patterns are not
necessarily stored in the leaves of SBTD near to the lexicographic position of T[i, n]
in SUF(D).
This implies that we cannot economically implement Query(T) by using the same
approach of Substring Search. In fact, the lexicographic position of suffix T[i, n]
in SUF(D) is not of much help here because starting from that position we might
have to scan a large number of leaves before retrieving all the patterns that are
prefixes of T[i, n]. As an example, let us consider the SB-tree depicted in Fig. 1 and
take T=‘‘battle’’. Its second suffix ‘‘attle’’ has lexicographic position in SUF(D)
between the second and third leaf of SBTD . Hence, this position is far from the
rightmost pattern in D (i.e., the pattern ‘‘at’’) that is actually a prefix of ‘‘attle’’.
We show how to circumvent the above difficulties by exploiting new properties
of SB-trees. We use the following additional notation: Given an SB-tree node ?, we
denote by Stot? the whole (lexicographically ordered) set of strings stored in the
leaves descending from ? (clearly, S? Stot? ).
We build an augmented SB-tree SBTD on the ordered string set SUF(D)=[X1 ,
X2 , ..., Xd], where Xi is a suffix of a pattern in D and XiL Xi+1 for i=1, ..., d&1.
FIG. 1. External memory is represented as an array when B=8. The black boxes denote special
endmarkers that prevent two pattern suffixes from being equal. The numbers in a SB-tree node are the
logical pointers to the strings in its set (i.e., their starting positions in external memory), whereas the
triangle labeled by BT denotes the blind tree built on these strings.
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We have that SBTD has height O(logB d) and occupies an optimal number of disk
pages, namely 3(dB) disk pages. We maintain in each node ? of SBTD the following
information:
LCP(Zj , Zj+1): the value lcp(Zj , Zj+1) for each pair of adjacent strings Zj
and Zj+1 in S? .
SPatt(?): the leftmost pattern in Stot? that is a prefix of R(?) (maybe R(?)
itself). If such a pattern does not exist, we set SPatt(?)=4 where 4 is a special
string that is not a prefix of any other string. We also store in ? the length
|SPatt(?)|.
SPattchild( j): the pattern SPatt(?j) of each child ?j of ? and its length
|SPatt(? j)|.
In Fig. 1, R(?)=‘‘attenuate’’ is a dictionary pattern. Since the pattern ‘‘at’’ also
belongs to S tot? and is to the left of ‘‘attenuate’’, we have that SPatt(?)=‘‘at’’.
Moreover, since ?1 and ?2 are children of ?, we store in ? the information
SPattchild(1)=‘‘at’’ and SPattchild(2)=‘‘attenuate’’. Note also that SPatt(?$)
=4 because R(?$)= ‘‘m’’ and only the pattern ‘‘car’’ # Stot?$ but it is not a prefix
of R(?$).
From the structure of SBTD and from the lexicographic order among the strings
in SUF(D), we can derive three simple and useful properties:
Fact 3.1. Given a string Y and its position i in SUF(D) (i.e., XiL Y<L Xi+1),
we have:
1. The dictionary patterns that are prefixes of Y lie to the left of Xi (inclusive)
and are ordered rightward for increasing length value.
2. If Xj is a prefix of Y, then Xj is a prefix of all the strings Xh which lie
between Xj and Y (that is, Xj is a prefix of Xh , for all h= j, j+1, ..., i).
3. A string Z is a prefix of Y if, and only if, given any string Xj # SUF(D)
such that ZL XjL Y, we have that Z is a prefix of Xj and |Z|LCP(Xj , Y).
Fact 3.1 and the definition of SPatt imply that SPatt(?) is the shortest pattern
in S tot? that is a prefix of R(?).
4. A NOTION OF CERTIFICATE
Our aim here is to prove that for an arbitrary string Y and a node ? in SBTD ,
the string SPatt(?) provides a certificate for the property ‘‘A pattern in D that is
a prefix of the string Y belongs to the string set S tot? .’’ Or, equivalently, ‘‘A pattern
in D that is a prefix Y is stored in one of the leaves descending from ?.’’ This
constitutes a basic step toward the design of an external-memory algorithm that
efficiently retrieves the longest dictionary pattern that is a prefix of Y. This algorithm
is in turn sufficient for listing all the dictionary patterns that are prefixes of Y,
and thus it can be used as a basic block in the implementation of the Query(T)
operation (where any text suffix will play the role of Y). Let us introduce the
following definition:
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Definition 4.1. 6{ is the upward path in SBTD which connects node { to the
SB-tree root. 6 { is the set of nodes that are children of a node in 6{ and lie to the
left of 6{ . 6 { is ordered as follows: given any two nodes ?, ?$ # 6 { , ? occurs before
?$ if and only if either the level of ? is greater than the level of ?$ (1 is the root level)
or ? is a right sibling of ?$.
The ordered set 6 { can be obtained by traversing the path 6{ upward and taking
at each node all of its left siblings, read from right to left. We have:
Theorem 4.2. Given a string Y and its lexicographic position i in SUF(D), the
longest pattern in D that is a prefix of Y (if any) either belongs to the SB-tree leaf
containing the string Xi , say {, or descends from the first node ? in 6 { such that
SPatt(?) is a prefix of Y.
Proof. Recall that SUF(D)=[X1 , X2 , ..., Xd] is the ordered set of pattern
suffixes and let Plong be the longest pattern in D which is a prefix of Y (we assume
that it does exist).
Definition 4.1 implies that each SB-tree leaf to the left of { descends from a node
in 6 { , thus using Fact 3.1.1 we infer that Plong # S tot? , for a node ? # 6 { _ [{]. If
?={ then the theorem is trivially true. Otherwise, we have that PlongL R(?)<L Xi
<L Y. Moreover, Plong is a prefix of Y, so that it is also a prefix of all the strings
which lie between itself and Xi (Fact 3.1.2). Consequently, Plong is a prefix of R(?)
and thus SPatt(?) is a prefix of P long (by its definition). Therefore SPatt(?) is
indeed a prefix of Y. We are left with the problem of showing that ? is the first node
in 6 { which satisfies the property stated in the theorem. By contradiction, assume
that there exists another node \ that occurs before ? in 6 { and whose pattern SPatt(\)
is a prefix of Y (i.e., \ satisfies the condition stated in the theorem). From observations
above, pattern Plong would be a prefix of SPatt(\) which in turn is a prefix Y (by the
hypothesis). Hence Plong would be not the longest pattern which is a prefix of Y. K
These properties are exploited in Algorithm Find-Long(Y, i, LCP(Xi , Y)) presented
in Fig. 3, which determines the longest pattern in D that is a prefix of Y (called Plong),
with the proviso that XiL Y<L Xi+1 . If such a pattern does not exist, the special
string 4 is returned. The algorithm consists of two main phases. In the first phase, it
initially finds out whether Plong # S{ by scanning leftward S{ and checking if the
currently examined string is both a pattern of D and a prefix of Y (steps 14). The latter
check is done with the help of the variable lcp (Fact 2.5) and using Fact 3.1.3. If Plong
is not found in S{ , the algorithm scans the ordered set 6 { (steps 611) until a node ?
is determined such that SPatt(?) is a prefix of Y (i.e., ? satisfies Theorem 4.2). Since
the explicit scan of 6 { might be very costly (maybe |6 { |=3(B logB d)), the algorithm
traverses upward 6{ (while-loop in steps 611), and at each node ? it implicitly
examines leftward its children lying to the left of 6{ (for-loop in steps 710). For
each of these children, say ?j , it checks ‘‘Is SPatt(?j) a prefix of Y’’ by verifying
that |SPattchild( j)|LCP(R(?j), Y) (see Fact 3.1.3 and the definition of
SPattchild( j)). The leftward scan of ?’s children ensures that the first child satisfying
this check is the first node in 6 { which satisfies Theorem 4.2. Moreover, such a check
does not require further disk accesses since SPattchild is stored in ? and
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FIG. 2. A simplified SB-tree built on the string set SUF(D). Some strings in SUF(D) are represented by
filled rectangles. Equal substrings are denoted by equally-filled sub-rectangles. The strings in SUF(D) corre-
sponding to dictionary patterns are explicitly indicated. Thick lines denote 6{ ’s arcs and ? and ?$ are 6 { ’s
nodes. Note that SPatt(?$)=Ph$ , but satisfies Theorem 4.2.
LCP(R(?j), Y) can be computed inductively during the upward scan of 6{ , as shown
below.
Lemma 4.3. Let ? be a node visited during the upward scan of 6{ , and let ?r
be one of its children lying to the left of 6{ . At iteration j=r of the for-loop in steps 710,
the execution of step 8 correctly computes lcp=LCP(R(?r), Y).
Proof. We inductively show that, at a generic iteration j of the for-loop in
steps 710, the variable lcp is equal to LCP(L(?j+1), Y) immediately before that step 8
is executed. This suffices to prove the lemma (where j=r) because the execution of
step 8 then sets lcp=LCP(R(?j), Y) since S2 j=R(?j) and S2 j+1=L(?j+1) (see
Fact 2.5).
The base case (where ?= parent({), ?h+1={ and j=h) holds since, after the
execution of steps 14, it is lcp=LCP(L({), Y)=LCP(L(?h+1), Y)=LCP(L(?j+1), Y).
In a generic iteration j, we inductively have lcp=LCP(L(?j+1), Y) before step 8. Then,
step 8 correctly computes lcp=LCP(R(?j), Y) (see above), and finally step 10 preserves
the induction (for j&1) by computing lcp=LCP(L(?j), Y) since S2 j&1=L(?j) and
S2 j=R(?j).
The induction is also preserved when moving upward in 6{ (step 11). Indeed, at
the end of the for-loop we have lcp=LCP(L(?1), Y)=LCP(L(?), Y). Then we
move to ?$= parent(?) (with ?$h$+1=?, for a proper h$), so that when the for-loop
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FIG. 3. Pseudocode of Algorithms Find-Long(Y, i, lcp), where i is the lexicographic position of Y
in SUF(D) and lcp=LCP(Xi , Y).
starts again we have that j=h$ and L(?$j+1)=L(?). Hence lcp=LCP(L(?), Y)=
LCP(L(?$j+1), Y). K
The second phase (steps 1218) begins when the node ? satisfying Theorem 4.2
has been determined (otherwise 4 is returned, step 11). It traverses SBTD downward
from ? and at each visited node, it takes its rightmost child whose pattern SPatt is
a prefix of Y. We can show that Plong descends from this child (as done in Theorem 4.2)
and that lcp=LCP(Rj , Y) before step 14 is executed (as in Lemma 4.3). Consequently,
the second phase eventually reaches the leaf containing Plong , and here this pattern
is found by executing steps 1718.
Lemma 4.4. Given a string Y, its lexicographic position i in SUF(D) and the
value LCP(Xi , Y), Algorithm Find-Long(Y, i, LCP(Xi , Y)) retrieves the longest
pattern in D that is a prefix of Y, in O(logB d ) worst-case disk accesses.
Proof. The correctness of the algorithm follows from the discussion above. For
the IO-complexity, observe that each step either performs internal (minimum)
calculations or retrieves one disk page for visiting a new node. Since the algorithm
traverses an upward and then a downward path in SBTD , the total number of disk
accesses is proportional to the height of SBTD . K
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The algorithm Find-Long is in turn sufficient to design the algorithm Find-
All(Y, i, LCP(Xi , Y)) that lists all the patterns in D that are prefixes of Y. This
algorithm repeatedly applies Find-Long on the last retrieved pattern P until the
special string 4 is returned. Initially P=Y so that the application of Find-Long
returns Plong , whereas the following iterations return patterns which are smaller and
smaller prefixes of Y. We can therefore state the following result:
Theorem 4.5. Given a string Y, its lexicographic position i in SUF(D) and the
value LCP(Xi , Y), Algorithm Find-All(Y, i, LCP(Xi , Y)) retrieves all the patterns in
D that are prefixes of Y, in O(q logB d) worst-case disk accesses, where q is the
number of retrieved patterns.
5. THE EXTERNAL-MEMORY ALGORITHMS
We now describe how to exploit the information stored in each node of SBTD
(see Section 3) in order to update its structure in response to the insertion or the
deletion of individual patterns and to answer the query operation performed on
arbitrary texts.
Updating the dictionary. When a pattern P[1, p] is inserted or deleted from the
current dictionary D, all of its suffixes must be inserted or deleted from SUF(D)
and this set must be maintained in lexicographic order. This in turn causes the
updating of the B-tree layout of SBTD and the update of the blind tries inside its nodes.
We implement such updates by using the procedures described in Theorem 2.2 thus
requiring O( p logB(d+ p)) disk accesses in the worst case. We are therefore left with
the problem of maintaining the additional information stored in the SB-tree nodes
namely, LCP, SPatt, SPattchild.
Given a node ?, the LCP of any two adjacent strings in S? can be immediately
derived from the blind trie stored in this node [10]. Hence, LCP is automatically
updated with the updating of SBTD . Conversely, the maintenance of SPatt and
SPattchild is slightly more complex. The pattern SPatt(?) has to be updated
only if Stot? changes after the insertion or the deletion of the suffixes of P. This may
occur in two cases: (i) the whole pattern P is inserted or deleted in one of leaves
descending from ?, or (ii) a split or a merge operation is executed on ?. The following
property of SPatt is crucial for its efficient recomputation:
Fact 5.1. Let ? be a node in SBTD and ?1 , ?2 , ..., ?g be its children. SPatt(?)
is equal to the leftmost pattern SPattchild( j) that is a prefix of R(?), for
j=1, ..., g. If this pattern does not exist, SPatt(?)=4. Such a computation of
SPatt(?) does not require disk accesses.
Proof. The first part of the lemma easily comes from the definition of SPatt(?)
and from the structure of SBTD (Definition 2.3). For the IO-complexity, observe
that the check: ‘‘Is SPattchild( j) a prefix of R(?)?’’ can be executed by first
computing lcp=LCP(R(?j), R(?g)) (Fact 2.5) via internal minimum calculations
and then by verifying that |SPattchild( j)|lcp. K
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We are now ready to show how SPatt(?) can be recomputed after the update
of node ? in response to the insertion or the deletion of a pattern suffix. We proceed
by induction on the SB-tree levels, starting from the leaves and assuming that all
the children of ? have been correctly updated (the case ? is a leaf is trivial). From
cases (i) and (ii) above, we know that a node is affected by the insertion or the
deletion of a pattern suffix only if it is the ancestor of an updated leaf (i.e., the
SB-tree leaf which contains an inserteddeleted suffix). As a result, each update will
affect an upward path in SBTD and hence at most two nodes per level, due to a
split or a merge operation. This implies that, when processing node ?, we can copy
into it the new SPatt strings of its updated children (i.e., we change at most two
SPattchild patterns in ?), with O(1) disk accesses in total. Subsequently, we
recompute the pattern SPatt(?) by means of Fact 5.1 without performing any
further disk access. This way, we preserve the induction with a constant number of
disk accesses and proceed to examine the parent of ? in SBTD . Since the number
of affected nodes is at most O(logB d ) for each inserteddeleted pattern suffix, we
conclude that the maintenance of SPatt and SPattchild requires only an
additive O( p logB( p+d)) term.
Theorem 5.2. A pattern P[1, p] can be inserted or deleted from D requiring
O( p logB(d+ p)) worst-case disk accesses.
Answering Query (T[1, n]). The procedure consists of two main phases, as
illustrated in Fig. 4. In particular, Phase (1) has a logical structure which is similar
to the insertion procedure for SB-trees [10], with the exception that now the text
suffixes must not be physically inserted in SBTD and thus its structure does not need
to be updated.
v Phase 1 searches for the lexicographic position of all the text suffixes in the
ordered set SUF(D) by using the procedure SB-Search-Up-Down (Lemma 2.4).
Specifically, let ({i , posi , lcpi) be the triplet returned by SB-Search-Up-Down
when executed on the generic suffix T[i, n], and for simplicity let p(i) be the
absolute position in SUF(D) of the posi -th string of S{i . The algorithm first deter-
mines which string between Xp(i) and Xp(i)+1 in SUF(D) shares the longest common
FIG. 4. Pseudocode for answering Query(T ). The succ pointer of a string in SUF(D) leads to the leaf
of SBTD containing its second suffix (possibly it is a self-loop pointer).
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prefix with T[i, n], using the blind trie on S{i (see [10, 11]). Then it follows a
pointer, called succ and available in SBTD [10], from that string to its second suffix,
say #. At this point, the condition in Lemma 2.4 is satisfied, so that step 4 correctly
computes the triplet ({i+1 , posi+1 , lcpi+1) for the next suffix T[i+1, n]. From
Lemma 2.4, step 1 takes O((lcp1 B)+logB d ) disk accesses, while steps 34 take
O((lcpi&lcpi&1)B+logB d ) disk accesses to process T[i, n], where lcp1n. There-
fore, the cost of Phase 1 is given by a telescopic sum equal to O(n logB d ).
v Phase 2 executes algorithm Find-All(T[i, n], p(i), li), where p(i) is the
position of T[i, n] in SUF(D), and li=LCP(Xp(i) , T[i, n]). Note that p(i) has
been computed in Phase 1, whereas li can be inferred from the blind trie stored in
{i and from lcpi (see [10, 11]). From Theorem 4.5, steps 67 take O(tocci logB d )
disk accesses to retrieve the tocci dictionary patterns that are prefixes of T[i, n].
Globally, Phase 2 takes O(tocc logB d ) disk accesses, where tocc=ni=1 tocci . We
have therefore proved the following result:
Theorem 5.3. A Query on an arbitrary text T[1, n] can be answered in
O((n+tocc) logB d ) worst-case disk accesses.
An unexpected result is obtained if we store SBTD in main memory and apply
our algorithms with B=O(1). In this way, we achieve a RAM solution for the
dynamic dictionary matching problem that follows a completely new and simpler
approach with respect to [24, 15, 23], still achieving the same worst-case bounds
in the case of an unbounded alphabet.
Theorem 5.4. A dictionary of patterns, of total length d, can be maintained under
the insertion and the deletion of a pattern P[1, p], in O( p log d ) worst-case time.
Searching for all the tocc occurrences of the dictionary patterns in an arbitrary text
T[1, n] requires O((n+tocc) log d) worst-case time. The total required space is 3(d).
6. FURTHER RESEARCH
Our study of the dynamic dictionary matching problem in external memory has
led to the first algorithm achieving provably good worst-case IO-performance. Our
approach is general enough to be used successfully in other cases. The most important
is the parameterized pattern matching problem introduced in [6] and formulated on
a variant of strings called p-strings. Several quite complex p-string algorithms have
been designed in main memory [5, 7, 20]. A simpler algorithm has been presented
in [10, 11] by adapting the SB-tree and achieving the same bounds of Theorem 2.2.
The parameterized version of the dynamic dictionary matching problem has been
solved on the RAM model in [16], where a query on a p-string (text) PT requires
O((n+tocc) log d) time, the insertion of a p-string (pattern) PP[1, p] takes O( p log2 d)
time, and its deletion takes O( p log d ) time. This solution is rather involved.
Conversely, our simple approach can be extended to p-strings with minor algorithmic
modifications, thus achieving an improved solution both for the RAM and for the
external memory model.
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Theorem 6.1. A dictionary of parameterized patterns, having total length d,
can be maintained in external memory under the insertion and the deletion of a
parameterized pattern PP[1, p], in O( p logB(d+ p)) worst-case disk accesses.
Searching for all the tocc occurrences of the dictionary patterns in an arbitrary
parameterized text PT[1, n] requires O((n+tocc) logB d ) disk accesses in the worst
case. The total required space is 3(dB).
An interesting point is that this solution can be used in the RAM model with
B=O(1), thus improving over the insertion time bound of [16] by a logarithmic
factor, still achieving the same performance for the deletion and the query operations.
Theorem 6.2. A dictionary of parameterized patterns, of total length d, can
be maintained under the insertion and the deletion of a parameterized pattern
PP[1, p], in O( p log(d+ p)) worst-case time. Searching for all the tocc occurrences
of the dictionary patterns in an arbitrary parameterized text PT[1, n] requires
O((n+tocc) log d) worst-case time. The total required space is 3(d ).
We also recall that an efficient parallel algorithm for the dynamic dictionary
matching problem was proposed in [13] based upon some of the ideas presented
in this paper.
It remains an open problem to find an optimal RAM solution to the dynamic
dictionary matching problem in the case of a constant-sized alphabet. The result of
Amir et al. [4] requires optimal space but it has an extra sublogarithmic factor in
the time complexity of the query and the update operations. Conversely, Sahinalp
and Vishkin’s result [23] achieves optimality for the query and update operations,
but it requires more than a linear (uninitialized) space, unless hashing techniques
are used. Designing an algorithm which achieves full optimality in time and space
seems to be very difficult. We would be content to discover an algorithm simpler
than the one in [23], particularly because this would give a deeper insight into the
nature of the problem.
Finally, it would be interesting to experimentally test the behavior of our
algorithms on real dictionaries. We conjecture that our solution will be effective in
practice, in the light of the good experimental results on SB-trees presented in [12].
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